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Introduction.

The Town of Nassau is located in Southeastern Rensselaer County and is primarily a
residential community. A major resource of the community is the presence of Burden
Lake.  It was the community’s desire for restoration and protection of the lake that
resulted in the commissioning of a feasibility study to provide sanitary sewer service for
those residences that border Burden Lake. Following public informational meetings,
presentations to the Burden Lake Improvement Association, public board meeting
presentations and funding source determinations the residences of the proposed district
expressed their desire to progress the project.

This project is planned to coordinate with the proposed Town of Sand Lake Sanitary
Sewer District No. 1 Burden Lake Sanitary Sewer Project that is in the preliminary
stages now.  The two municipalities are coordinating their efforts in an attempt to sewer
the entire perimeter of the lake.

Project Goals

The proposed project is intended to provide sanitary sewer service to the residents
within the Town of Nassau Sewer District No.1 within the project area.  The densities of
the residences and proximity to the lake prohibit the implantation of a standard septic
systems as the properties are not large enough to support the standard septic system
footprint with the required stand off distances.  Typical issues encountered include the
lack of proper separation between septic systems and drinking wells on the property or
a neighbour’s property.  Proximity of the lake also causes setback issues from the
surface water and other septic system components as detailed in the “New York State
Wastewater Treatment Standard for Individual Household Septic Systems”.

The proximity of the homes and current septic systems to the Burden Lake and the
corresponding nutrient loads are a suspected pollution source to Burden Lake. Burden
Lake is on the Priority Water List with impaired uses including recreational, fishing and
aesthetics listed as impacted in the Summary of the CSLAP report of 2007 provided by
the Burden Lake Improvement Association.  The Citizens Statewide Lake Assessment
Program (CSLAP) is a volunteer lake monitoring program run by the NYS DEC and the
NYS Federation of Lake Associations.  This organization collects biweekly water quality
data and samples including temperature, transparency, conductivity, pH, color,
phosphorus, nitrogen, Chlorophyll, and calcium.  Volunteers are trained in the
procedures set forth in the CSLAP sampling protocols and water samples are sent to a
state certified laboratory for analysis.

This project seeks to eliminate any pollution to Burden Lake from failed systems or
systems built in close proximity to the lake in an ongoing effort to provide the full
benefits of the water body to the residents.
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Proposed Project Description

Served Area
The area to be served by municipal sewer in this study is shown on the attached
drawings sheet 1 of 5 through 5 of 5.  The area consists of the properties with road
frontage along both sides of Burden Lake Road from Town of Sand Lake and Town of
Nassau Boundary Line to the intersection of Burden Lake Road and Hoags Corners
Road and the properties with road frontage along both sides of Hoags Corners Road
easterly for 1,800 feet along with all properties located between Burden Lake Road and
the Burden Lake shoreline.  Thus, the only properties to be included in the proposed
sewer district are those parcels with road frontage along Burden Lake Road, Hoags
Corners Road, Brook Spring Road, Helenwood Lane, Andrew Way, VanPatten Road,
Burden Avenue, Whitney Drive, Manhatten ROW, Beach Road, Lakeshore Drive and
Hoags Corners Road.

Outer Boundary Description
The proposed sewer district boundary line can be described as follows: beginning at the
intersection of western right-of-way boundary of Burden Lake Road and the municipal
boundary of the Town of Nassau and Town of Sand Lake and proceeding westerly
along said municipal boundary and the northerly boundary of the lands now or formerly
of Nadia and Mark Ferran then proceeding in a generally southerly direction around the
perimeter of the lands of Ferran and continuing along the southerly and westerly
perimeters of the property boundaries of all those tracts, and parcels having road
frontage along the road right of way of Burden Lake Road from the point of beginning to
the intersection of Hoags Corners Road, Miller Corners Road, Nassau Averill Park
Road, and Burden Lake Road and then around the southerly perimeters of the lands
now or formerly of Francis and Mary Jo Defiilipis, the lands now or formerly of Frank
Maier, the lands now or formerly of Jeremy Walker, and the lands now or formerly of
Edward and Susan J Phelps (said properties constituting the corner parcels of the
intersection of Hoags Corners Road, Miller Corners Road, Nassau Averill Park Road,
and Burden Lake Road), then proceeding in an easterly direction describing the
southerly boundary of the district parcels as of the perimeter of the property boundaries
of all those tracts, and parcels having road frontage along the road right of way of
Hoags Corners Road for approximately 1,800 feet around the perimeter of the lands
now or formerly of Christian Brothers of Albany and the lands now or formerly of Sharon
Amadon (the eastern perimeters of said properties marking the easterly boundary of the
district) and proceeding thence in a northerly direction along the easterly property
boundary of the lands now or formerly of Sharon Amadon to the intersection of this
parcel and the shores of Burden Lake and then proceeding in a generally westerly and
northerly direction along the shore of Burden Lake to the intersection of the shore of
Burden Lake and the municipal boundary of the Town of Nassau and Town of Sand
Lake and proceeding easterly along said municipal boundary to the intersection of the
shore of Burden Lake and said municipal boundary then proceeding southerly along the
shore of Burden Lake to the intersection of the shore of Burden Lake and said municipal
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boundary and proceeding westerly along said municipal boundary to the intersection of
the western right-of-way boundary of Burden Lake Road and said municipal boundary to
the point of beginning.

A listing of parcels contained within the proposed district and the EDU count for each
property is attached to this report.

The project consists of approximately 3 miles of main line pipe.  There are at present
122 properties located in the Town of Nassau portion of the project.

Low Pressure Grinder Description
The Nassau Sanitary Sewer System No. 1 is comprised of a low pressure grinder pump
system serving the residents currently located along the perimeter of the lake and those
residences that will be along the sewer pipe route.  Alternate systems were investigated
including gravity systems and hybrid systems.  These alternatives were deemed as
unfeasible and a low pressure sewer system was selected as the most appropriate.
These alternative systems are described below in the system alternatives portion of this
report.

It is proposed that the Town of Nassau Sanitary Sewer District No. 1, in which these
properties will reside, will own, install, and maintain the grinder pumps, laterals, and
force main or contract such work to outside vendors as appropriate.

The individual homeowners will be responsible to hook into the grinder pump gravity
stub that will be left during construction.  The individual homeowners will supply power
to the grinder pump control panel which will be purchased and installed as part of this
project.

Treatment will be provided under agreement with the Rensselaer County Sewer District
No. 1 on a per unit basis as there is no municipal water system to use as a metering
system for sanitary sewage flows.  This agreement is being negotiated at this time.

All low pressure sanitary sewer lines are arranged as branched networks without loops.
Depending on topography, size of the system and planned rate of build out, pipe sizes
are selected to balance startup, projected and ultimate build-out scenarios.
Appurtenances include valve boxes for access, flushing arrangements, air release
valves at significant high points, check valves, and curb stops at the junction of each
low pressure lateral with the main.

The individual grinder pumps proposed are manufactured by the Environment One
Corporation.  It is a self contained unit consisting of a positive displacement progressive
cavity pump equipped with a grinder to convert solid sewage elements into a pumpable
slurry.  The maximum total dynamic head recommended by the manufacturer is 185
feet.  A standard simplex pump is capable of a maximum flow of 15 gallons per minute
(gpm).  The homeowner will provide power for the pump.  The pump is driven by a 1 HP
electric motor. The Grinder Pump is activated when the depth of the sewage in the tank
reaches a predetermined “Turn On” level, and pumping is continued until the “Turn Off’
level is reached. The pump running time is short, power consumption is low, and long
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pump life is assured. The unit is protected against backflow from the discharge lines
through the use of two check valves within the pump housing and an additional check
valve located on the lateral.

Piping and Structures
In sizing the main line piping for this project constraints consisted of the total dynamic
Head (TDH) allowable in the system.  The grinder pump has a design maximum TDH
185’ (80 psi).  Multiplying the flow rate per pump (11 gpm) by the number of pumps that
will typically be running at any moment produces the total flow rate.  The number of
simultaneous operations are based on the grinder pump statistical simultaneous operations as
provided by the Environment One Corporation.  This total flow rate is then used to size the
force main to achieve self-cleaning velocity, 2 feet per second (fps) while avoiding
unacceptable friction losses due to high velocities as calculated with the Hazen-William
formula.  The pipe weight chosen for this project is SDR 11.  This allows for a design
pressure of up to 160 psi.  The maximum head for the pumps is 185’ or approximately
80 psi.  The working pressure of the pipe is therefore within the design range. The pipe
joints will be fusion welded and the system pressure tested prior to acceptance by the
Town of Nassau.  The nominal pipe sizes anticipated for this project range from 1-1/2”
to 4” HDPE SDR 11 pipe.

Utilizing the Hazen-Williams equation with a C factor of 120 for HDPE piping and a
cleaning velocity of 2 feet per second (fps), the pipe sizes at specific grinder pump tie-in
locations will be selected.  The pipe design will be modeled with a C factor of 150 to
model the startup condition and 100 to simulate a 20 year service condition.

Cleanout manholes will be placed at approximately 1,250 feet intervals to allow for
operational maintenance and flushing in the event of a clog. Air relief/vacuum relief
valve manholes will be provided at system high points and other appropriate locations.
The pipe size varies in accordance with the number of pumps that can be anticipated to
be in simulations operation thereby determining the maximum flows that the system
should statistically experience.

System Alternatives

Gravity Sewer Design
The gravity sanitary sewer main alternative design assumptions were:

• The pipe would be a nominal 8” diameter.
• Minimum pipe cover would be 7’-0”.
• A manning “n” value of .013.
• A minimum slope of 4 ft/1000 ft or .004 ft/ft (0.4%).
• Changes in horizontal and vertical direction will be accomplished at manholes.
• The manholes will be concrete 4’-0” inner diameter with flexible pipe connections.
• 24” diameter manhole covers.

The gravity sewer alternative was ruled out as a feasible alternative.  A schematic
layout of the Town of Sand Lake system and the Town of Nassau system indicated the
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need for at least two pumping stations located at the low area on Hoags Corners Road
and another located on Beach Road.  This would necessitate a deeper cut along
Burden Lake Road between Hoags Corners and Hogarty Lane.  The soil survey of
Rensselaer County indicates the likelihood of shallow bedrock in this area which would
raise the cost substantially.  Additionally the homes along Lakeshore Drive, Andrews
Way and Brook Spring Avenue are substantially below the roadway.  This would mean
that the gravity sewer would need to be placed between the homes and Burden Lake.
The likelihood of the residents finding this a favorable option and the increase in
regulatory requirements and groundwater complications makes this alternative
unfavorable.

The Sand Lake Project as an independent project would require a pumping station on
Andrew way located near the lake shore and the rolling topography of Burden Lake
Road would require this portion to be served by force main.  Additionally the homes
along Andrews Way and Brook Spring Avenue are substantially below the roadway.
This would mean that the gravity sewer would need to be placed between the homes
and Burden Lake.  The likelihood of the residents finding this a favorable option and the
increase in regulatory requirements and need to acquire a pump station site within this
high density area along with groundwater complications makes this alternative
unfavorable.

Gravity Sewer/Grinder Pump System Hybrid Design
The hybrid alternative was examined.  This system consists of the judicious use of
grinder pumps in areas that gravity sewers would encounter construction or alignment
issues while using a gravity system.  The hybrid system was ruled out as a feasible
alternative.

Homes along Lakeshore Drive, Andrews Way and Brook Spring Avenue are
substantially below the roadway.  The gravity system placed within the roadways would
require the use of grinder pumps to serve these residences.  These areas also
constitute the bulk of the residential units to be served.  As the grinder pumps would
have sufficient power to transport the sewage in a lower cost force main to the
connection point in Sand Lake, the additional cost of the gravity sewer and pump
stations is unnecessary.

Equivalent Dwelling Units

The equivalent dwelling units (EDU) will be calculated as 0.5 equivalent dwelling units
for a vacant parcel, 1.0 unit for a single family residence or seasonal dwelling and
multifamily structures will be assigned 1.0 equivalent dwelling unit per residential unit.
Commercial properties will be assessed as equivalent dwelling units by comparing the
flow rates recommended in the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation’s Publication “Design Standards for Wastewater Treatment Works” 1988
edition to the flow rates listed in the same publication for residential units rounded up to
a whole unit. A listing of parcels contained within the proposed district and the EDU
count for each property is attached to this report.
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Design Flows
The basis for the design flow was in accordance with Recommended Standards for
wastewater facilities 2004 addition.  The calculated total average daily flow rate is 100
gallons per person per day * 2.8 persons/EDU * 135 EDUs = 37,800 gallons per day
(gpd). The peak daily flow was calculated at 2 times the average daily flow rate or
75,600 gpd.  The peak hourly flow was calculated at 2 times the peak daily flow rate or
151,200 gpd.

Projected Initial Flows
The total design flow is calculated as 100% of the number of equivalent dwelling units
within the district boundary multiplied by the peak hourly flow as calculated in the design
flows section of this report.  The initial design flow is based on the properties within the
district boundary that are currently occupied by a seasonal or permanent dwelling.  The
initial design average daily flow for this project is 100 gallons per person per day * 2.8
persons/EDU * 125 EDUs = 35,000 gallons per day (gpd).

The hydraulic Calculations are performed in conformance with the manufacturer’s
recommendation using the statistical probability of how many pumps would run
simultaneously at the calculated flow rate of between 7 and 11 gpm.  The initial flows
are calculated as 125 pumps within the system which correlates to a pipe flow
requirement of 9 simulations operations resulting in a flow range of 66 gpm to 99 gpm.

Projected Ultimate Flows
The ultimate average daily flow rate for the system is calculated as 120% of the
equivalent dwelling units within the district boundary if all currently vacant parcels; of
which there are ten (10), are converted into residences.  The ultimate project flow for
the project is calculated as 100 gallons per person per day * 2.8 persons/EDU * 140
EDUs * 120% = 47,040 gpd.

The hydraulic Calculations are performed in conformance with the manufacturer’s
recommendation using the statistical probability of how many pumps would run
simultaneously at the calculated flow rate of between 7 and 11 gpm.  The initial flows
are calculated as 125 pumps within the system which correlates to a pipe flow
requirement of 9 simulations operations resulting in a flow range of 66 gpm to 99 gpm.

For final design, the ultimate flow will be used as a goal.  The final design will balance
the initial requirements with the ultimate requirements over the analysis period chosen
by the Town.  A typical analysis period is 30 years.

System Capacity

This project will discharge into the proposed Town of Sand Lake Sanitary Sewer
System for transport to the Rensselaer County Sanitary Sewers for final treatment at the
Rensselaer County Treatment Plant.  The Town of Sand Lake Sanitary Sewer system
consists of the existing sanitary sewer facilities that were construction in the late 1970’s
of a major wastewater collection system that served most of the areas on or
surrounding three of the lakes and the developed residential and commercial areas of
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the Town. This project was significantly financially aided by the then Wastewater
Facilities Construction Grants Program administrated under the Federal Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (DEC).  The discharge point for the Nassau Sanitary Sewer District No. 1
is the existing gravity sewer main located on Burden Lake Road.  This sanitary sewer
was installed in 1977.  This run consists of nominal 8” diameter PVC gravity main.  The
maximum flow rate for full pipe flow as calculated by the manning formula using an n
value of .013, 8” nominal diameter, and 0.4% slope is 0.766 cfs or 343 gpm.  The total
number of downstream homes on this run is approximately 88 EDU’s.  Calculated
existing flow into this run is equal to 88 units X 2.8 people per unit * 100 gpd per person
= 24,640 gpd or 17.00 gpm with a peak hourly flow of 68.44 gpm.

This run also accepts flow from the Clays Lane Pump Station also constructed as part
of the 1977 project.  This facility recently had the submersible pumps upgraded.  The
pumps are rated for 300 gpm flows and connect to the gravity main at MH 33, or one
pipe run down from the proposed project connection point.  This pump station will be
retrofitted under this project to accept Variable Frequency Drives (VFD’s) or throttling
valves to reduce the flow by the Town of Nassau Sanitary Sewer System No.1 flows to
reserve the available capacity in this portion of the system.  The Clays Lane Pump
Station wet well is sufficiently sized to allow for this change in operation.

This gravity run terminates at the Town of Sand Lake Pump Station No. 1 - Meadow
Road Pump Station.  This pump stations wet well has a working volume of
approximately 1300 gallons.  Two submersible pumps each capable of flows up to 350
gpm are used to convey the sewage through a 6” DIP nominal diameter force main to its
discharge point, at the beginning of the gravity sewer main of the interceptor sewer on
Burden Lake Road at manhole Y-65 which consists of a 10” DIP gravity Sewer main.

At this connection point the Western side of Burden Lake sanitary sewers flows merge
with the Eastern side of Burden Lake Sanitary sewer flows.  The Eastern side sanitary
flows consist of 24 homes upstream on this gravity.  Assuming 100 gallons per person
per day, 3.3 persons per home, and a peaking factor of 4 these homes would produce a
peak hourly flow of 22 gpm.  The North Nassau Pump Station is currently under
construction but will contain 2 submersible pumps each capable of 80 gpm flow, and the
grinder pump simultaneous operations will contribute 85 gpm.  A coincidental peak of
this gravity flow, grinder pumps downstream of the North Nassau pump station and the
North Nassau pump station would be 165 gpm (80 gpm+85 gpm+22 gpm).

The interceptor Sewer from this connection point of the eastern and western sanitary
flows, (manhole Y65) is a nominal 10” diameter sewer constructed under Town of Sand
Lake Sanitary Sewers Contract No. 1 EPA No. C-36-879 then proceeds northwesterly
cross country to manhole Y-55 where the pipe size is increased to a nominal 16” DIP.

The minimum slope for this 10” pipe is .28% or 0.28 feet per 100 feet.  The maximum
flow rate for full pipe flow as calculated by the manning formula using an n value of
.013, 10” diameter, at 0.28% is 1.16 cfs or 521 gpm.  The maximum flow for this leg of
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the sewer would be at the coincidental peak of the North Nassau pump station, grinder
pumps, peak flow from the gravity users and the force main joining the flow at this
manhole from Pumping Station No. 1 at Meadow Road.

This station contains two 350 gpm pumps operating alternately.  The total flow would
therefore be 515 gpm (165 gpm+350 gpm). This flow represents 98% of the available
capacity of the system.  This calculation is perhaps overly conservative considering that
the pumped flow from the Eastern Burden Lake Project has travelled through more than
½ mile of gravity flow and there is only one segment with the minimum slope of .28%
within this run; however it is still within the full flow capacity of the receiving sewer.

The interceptor sewer then proceeds westerly to Y-17 where the nominal pipe size
increases to 18 DIP.  The minimum slope for this run is 0.2 feet per 100 feet or 0.2%.
The full flow capacity of this leg of the system is 4.7 cfs or 2,113 gpm.

It is worth noting at this point in the analysis that the full flow capacity of the piping
infrastructure is sufficient to convey the wastewater from the towns entire current
population (8,204) assuming a peaking factor of 3.5 and 100 gallons per day per capita
resulting in a flow of 1,994 gpm.  The entire Town is not currently served by municipal
sewer and no pump stations discharge to a point downstream of this connection.

The interceptor then proceeds to manhole Y-2 where the nominal pipe size increases to
24” and connects to the Wynantskill trunk sewer consisting of a 24” nominal diameter
pipe.   The minimum slope for this pipe run is 0.2 feet per 100 feet or 0.2%.  The full
flow capacity of this leg of the system is 10.1cfs or 4,550 gpm.

This analysis contains several very conservative assumptions.  The minimum slope
within an entire run, as defined by pipe size, is taken as the slope of the run
understating the capacity of the system.  Additionally, the pumped flows meet as plug,
slug, or non-dissipated flow after discharge to a gravity main.  This will not be the case
as the flow from the Nassau Road pump station, under construction at the time of this
report, will travel approximately 1/2 mile before encountering the pumped flow from the
Clay Lane Pump Station.  Pumped flow will naturally begin to spread out as the
hydraulic force of the water above the median height of the flow exerts pressure on the
water column.  This combined with the wall friction  on the flow in contact with the sewer
wall causes the flow at the 25% height to move more rapidly within the water column
resulting in the leading edge of the discharge “accelerating” and spreading out the flow.
This results in a steady state flow downstream that is at a lower rate than the initial
discharge but flows for a longer time.  A change in steepness of the sewer grade will
accelerate this process. The grinder pump flows used for the contribution to the system
flow are taken as the Eastern Burden Lake System are the 6 simultaneous operations
with the lowest head and therefore highest flow rate within the entire system.  The
likelihood of this occurring is remote.  All pumped flows meet at the corresponding
analysis point and are precisely timed to be coincident with the peak gravity flow.  While
this is possible, the likelihood of this occurring is remote given that the Meadow Road
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Station run times average approximately one hour per day in 2008.  The 98% of full flow
capacity is therefore unachievable in real world conditions.

Project Funding and Fees

The Town of Nassau is and will continue to be pursuing funding sources for the project
including but not limited to the agencies and programs listed below.  The Town of
Nassau is also investigating the possibilities available for joint financing, grants, and
principle forgiveness with other municipal entities including the Town of Sand Lake and
the County of Rensselaer.

Clean Water State Revolving Fund (CWSRF) has eligibility for municipalities, offering
long term reduced interest rates financing, short term zero interest loans.

Clean Water State Revolving Fund Hardship Assistance loans are available for
municipalities for projects under 14 million with a median household income (MHI)
under $65,000 and services fees greater than the EFC target service charge based on
MHI providing long term reduced interest rate financing from 0% for up to 30 years.

Rural Utilities Programs, Water and Waste Disposal Loan and Grant Program has
eligibility for Municipalities with service area populations of less than 10,000.  Loans and
grants available to reduce user fees to affordable levels.

Community Development Block Grant Program consists of Annual Round Competition
(Public Facilities Category): Grants up to $400,000 for cities, towns and villages;
$600,000 for counties and joint applications. Public facilities projects will solve serious
problems affecting the public health, welfare and safety.

Shared Municipal Services Incentive Program, for shared services, cooperative
agreements, mergers, or consolidations provides grants up to 200,000 per municipality..
This year eligible municipalities include counties, cities, towns, villages, special
improvement districts, fire districts, school districts and BOCES. Grant awards will be
available for up to $200,000 per municipality, with a 10% cash match.

It is the Town Board’s intention that this sewer project be affordable for the owners of
the properties within the proposed district (below or near the average estimated cost
threshold for “low cost” sewer districts set by the NYS Comptroller which is $739 for
2009).  As such, it is necessary that the Town of Nassau receive significant grant and
low-interest funding for this project.  Based upon initial inquiries it appears that this
project may be eligible for grant funding in the range of 25% to 50% of the total project
costs and low to zero interest long-term financing of 20 to 30 years.  In order for this
project to meet the Town Board’s target of affordability the Town of Nassau reasonably
anticipates a minimum of 25% of total project costs to be grant or principal forgiveness
funding ($680,000) and a 30-year zero interest financing for the remainder of the project
costs which together with the anticipated operation and maintenance costs would result
in an annual payment for a typical property in the district at approximately $731 which is
below the targeted threshold. Set forth on the tables attached to this report various
combinations of different percentages of grant funding, interest rates and term periods
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of municipal bonding are shown. The Town Board hopes to ultimately receive an
acceptable combination of such funding alternatives to allow this project to be funded at
an affordable level for the property owners within the proposed district at, or hopefully
below $739 per year.

The sewer fees consist of bond payment, Rensselaer County sewage treatment fees
and Town of Sand Lake Transportation fees, and Operation and Maintenance costs.
The County sewage treatment fees are currently $63.75 per equivalent dwelling unit
every six months or $127.50 annually.  Town of Sand Lake Transportation fees are
$25.00 per equivalent dwelling unit annually.  Operation and Maintenance (O&M) fees
are estimated to be $75.00 per equivalent dwelling unit annually.  These annual
payments result in $227.50 in annual fees.

The bond payment for the individual parcels will be calculated based equivalent dwelling
unit charges.  The equivalent dwelling units will be calculated as 0.5 equivalent dwelling
units for a vacant parcel, 1.0 unit for a single family residence and multifamily structures
will be assigned 1.0 equivalent dwelling unit per residential unit.  Sewers fees including,
Rensselaer County Sewer District No.1 treatment fees, Town of Sand Lake
Transportation Fees, and Operation and Maintenance fees will be assigned only to
properties hooked up to the system.

Governing Design Regulations

The project area is located entirely within the Proposed Town of Nassau Sanitary Sewer
District No. 1 and will be governed by a sewer use ordinance that is being developed at
this time in coordination with the Town of Sand Lake and Rensselaer County Sewer
District No. 1.

The facilities within this project area are located within the Town or County ROW or
within Easements that the Town will secure.  No facilities will be installed where the
Town does not have the legal right to access and maintain/repair the facilities.

The Town will implement an individual sewer permit process that includes inspections of
the piping and electrical hook-up of the grinder pumps to insure compliance with the
Towns Sewer Use Ordinance.

The design and construction of the facilities will be in accordance with the
“Recommended Standards for Wastewater Facilities “ 2004 Edition as published by the
Great Lakes-Upper Mississippi Board of State and Provincial Public Health and
Environmental managers, and the “Design Standards for Wastewater Treatment Works”
1988 Edition as published by the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation.
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